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In this paper a method for constructing simple Lie algebras is presented 
which extends and generalizes the work in [l 1, 6, 5, 41. A class of infinite 
dimensional modular Lie algebras is studied which are analogous to the 
nonmodular algebras discovered independently by Moody [6] and Kac [4]. 
These modular algebras are also considered by Kac in [5]. Our construction 
yields a uniform proof of the existence of the modular classical simple Lie 
algebras studied by Seligman in [lo], and seems to us shorter than the usual 
one via the Chevalley basis, since this latter method requires the existence 
of the classical simple Lie algebras over the complex field. In fact, using 
methods developed by Serre in [ll] we are able to give a presentation of the 
classical simple Lie algebras which is new for the modular case. 
Section 1 deals with the basic construction of the algebra L over an 
arbitrary commutative ring A with identity and with the ideal R of L which, 
when A is a field, turns out to be the largest ideal of L in most cases. Section 2 
is devoted to the construction of certain automorphisms which are used in 
Section 3 to obtain the new infinite dimensional modular algebras. A presen- 
tation of the modular classical simple Lie algebras is given in Section 4 while 
in Section 5 we show that the modular analogues of the Euclidean Lie 
algebras studied in [7, 81 are not simple. 
Most of the results in this paper are from the author’s doctoral dissertation 
written under the supervision of Professor M. Wonenburger at Indiana 
University. 
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1. THE BASK CONSTRUCTION 
By a Car&B matrix we mean an I X E matrix (A,) with integer entries 
satisfying 
(i) & = 2, 
(ii) A, < 8, i # j, 
(ii;) Aij = 0 iff Aji = 0. 
ere we allow I to be any finite or infinite nonzero cardinal number. Note 
that this generalizes the usual concept of Gartan matrix found in [3, 
Chapter XV], and we shall refer to these latter matrices as the &zs~ical C&tan 
~at~i~~~. 
Let A be any commutative ring with identity and (Ail) an E x E Cartan 
matrix. Take I to be any index set whose cardinality is I and let X be the set 
of symbols (ei , hi , fi j i E I}. FL,(X) denotes the free Lie algebra over A 
freely generated by the set X and we let K be the ideal of _PL,(X) generated 
by the elements 
Iei , hjl - Aji ei , 
IX > hjl + Aji.fi 3 
Pi ,.a - w% , 
[hi 3 41, for all i, j E I. 
The algebra LA(&) ( or simply L when no mention to the ring or matrix 
is called for) is defined to be FL,(X)/K, and we again denote the images of 
ei, hi , ji under the natural homomorphism FL -+-z by ei , hi, and pi ) 
respectively, 
The basic facts we need about the algebra & Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below, 
have been established in [6] for the case when A is a field of characteristic 0 
and E is finite, and in a more general situation in [4]. Since the proofs of these 
facts in our situation require only linguistic changes we do not include them. 
TNEOREM 1,1. Let I? = zip, Ah, CL. Then I? is an Abelian s~ba~eb~~~ 
of e, the above sum is direct, am! 
e =L+@O@L-, 
where +(f..-) denotes the suba2pebra of J% generated by the elements ei(fi>, i EI., 
~oyeovey, 
4. r FLA(Mid and L z FL.4((&,i). 
Remark. I? clearly possesses an automorphism 7 for which ein = j3 p 
fin = ei and hi9 = --hi . 
&J27/1-rr 
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Let Z denote the integers, Q the rationals, V the vector space over Q with 
basis the symbols (cY~}~~~ , and V, the free Abelian group, in V, spanned by 
the ai’s. If 01 = xi01 diai E Vz , we say LX is positive (negative) and write 
~>O(a!<O)ifolfOandd,~O(d~~O)foreachi~I.Forol=~~~,d,~~, 
CY > 0 (a < 0) we let& denote the A-submodule of2 spanned by the elements 
of the form [e,, ,..., eJ ([fi, ,..., f.,]), where ei(fJ appears among the elements 2 
e. 21 ,..., eiT Vi, ,.-A,) exactly j di 1 times. We let J?,, = fi and if 01 E V, is 
neither positive, negative or zero we let ,$ = (0). Moreover, we define an 
action of V, on A as follows: If cy = Cisl diq E V, and h = Cjpl cjhj E Z? 
then 44 = CM 3 32 2 c.A..d. E A, where the product of the integer Ajid, with the 
ring element cj is to be interpreted as usual. Note that we may very well 
have 01, /3 E V, a: # /3 but a(h) = /3(lz) for all h E i?. 
Notice that& = Ae, ,I-,, = Af and if n EZ, n # & I,0 then& = (0). 
THEOREM 1.2. E = @,, ,E, and [& , &] -C2u+a for all OL, j3 E Vz . 
Moreover, if h E i?? = ,?,, and x EJ?~ then [x, h] = ol(h)x. In particular, 2 is a 
graded algebra whose group of degrees is V, . 
DEFINITION 1.3. If a: = CiC1 d,oli E V, ,01 f 0 and& # (0) we say 01 is a 
root of 2 and call the integer CZEI di the level of a! and denote it by Z(a). The 
set of all roots ofL is denoted by CD. 
Letting CD+ denote the positive roots in CD, and @- the negative ones, we 
have that CD = CD+ v @-. Moreover, from the obvious fact that 2,‘~ = J?-, , 
wefindthata!E@+iff --a:E@-. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let &s = (h E I? ) ai = 0 for all i ~1). Then BR 
is the center of E. If a: E @+ we define 
R, = lx 4 I bfi, ,...,fiJ E a2 
for all ij E I and Y = Z(a)}, while if DI E CD- we define 
R, = (x E& / [x, e,, ,..., eJ E&~ 
for all ij E I and Y = j Z(a) I}. 
Now BR is an A-submodule of L and it follows from this that each R, 
is also. Thus, R = l?R eoieQ R, is a homogeneous submodule of L. We call R 
the radical of 2. 
From now on we assume that A has no 2-torsion. Then we can prove: 
If aE(P+ then R, ={xE&/ [x,f. 21 ,..., fi,] = 0 for all ij EI, r = Z(a)}, and 
if 01 E CD- then R, = {x E& 1 [x, eil ,..., eir] = 0 for all ij ~1, r = 1 Z(c#. 
’ !Le, ,..., es,1 = K... [k, , ei,l es31 ...I es]. 
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To see this let CXE@+, xeRIi, and suppose there are indices i1 ).-es & for 
which y = [x, fill . . . . fiJ # 0. Then [x, f5, ,..., fir-,] is a nonzero element of 
L,$ so that y E [LWI ,L:_,;J = Ah, . Say y = aki for a E A, a # 0. Then 
y E fiR because x E A, and this implies 0 = [ei , ahi] = 2ae, . 
L&torsion so we get the contradiction a = 0, proving our resu 
roots. If 01 E @-, then the result follows because 
It is now easy to see, using the Jacobi identity and the fact that the elements 
ei , hi , & ) i E 1, generate 2, that R is an ideal of L0 Let L denote the factor 
algebra t/R. Because R is homogeneous, L inherits the structure of a graded 
algebra from L. We write 
L = 22 OacrL, 
where H = f?/A, , L, = &/:,lR, and r = {a E @ /K, # (0)). Thus, r = 
r+ U P- where Ff = @+ I? I’, r- = @- n r. Since 4 induces an antomor,- 
phism on L which interchanges L, and L-, we have a E .P iff --a E F-. 
Also, since R+ = (0) we find that -&Q E r for each ii f 1. 
Brao$ Exactly as in [3, Chapter VII, Section 31. 
DEFMTION 1.6. A Cartan matrix (A,), i, j E 1, is said to be indecom- 
posable if whenever I = S u T with S, T nonempty disjoint subsets of I 
there is an i E S and j E T such that Aij # 0. Thus, if (&) is indecomposable 
andi,jEIthenthereareindicesk,,...,k,EIsnChthatAi,icl,Ak k 1, ? 7’..? Ak,.$ 
are nonzero. 
Two Cartan matrices (Ai?), (B<j) are said to be eqzl&&n~ if they difFer 
only by a permutation of their rows together with the same permutation of 
their columns. It follows that if (Aij) and (&.j are equivalent then L(A,,) g 
L(B,,). Moreover, if (A,) is any Cartan matrix then one can find indecom- 
posable Cartan matrices (A,), for h in some index set A for which (Asi) 
is equivalent to diag((Aij)&, . The following result, which is proved using 
Proposition 1.5, reduces the study of L(A,,) to the case when (AJ is in 
posable. 
From now on we assume our Cartan matrix is indecomposable. 
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DEFINITION 1.8. Let (&), i,j ~1, be .a Cartan matrix and a: =&, di% 
an element in the corresponding @. (@ clearly does not depend on the ring A.) 
We say 01 is a null root of (A,) if for each j E I we have 
If p is a prime number we say 01 is a p-root of (A,) if 
c Ajidi = 0 (mod p), 
iEI 
for all j E I. 
Notice that null roots are p-roots for any prime p but p-roots need not be 
null. Also, if the cardinality of I is greater than 1 then (Aij) always has a 
p-root, (for example PC+ + ~04; where i, j E I, i # j). Moreover, since (A,) 
is assumed indecomposable, then if (A,,) has a null root, I is a finite set. 
If A is a field of characteristic 0 and (Aij) has no null roots then for any 
a: E @‘, there is some h E i? for which al(h) # 0. However, if A is a field of 
characteristic p f 0 then it is clearly possible that a(8) = 0 when (A,) has 
no null roots. This is a primary reason for complications in the modular case. 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose A is a field and that sup{/ Aij I: i, j E I} is less than 
the characteristic of A if A is modular. If B is an ideal of 2 for which 
B n (I? - gR) # ,GY then B = J?. 
Proof. Let h EB n (A - I?s). Then there is some iE I for which 
[ei , h] = ol$(h) ei f 0. Since A is a field we get that es, and, ‘hence, also 
hi = [ei ,fi] and fi = - +&hi], belong to B. Using the indecomposability 
of (Aij), as well as our assumption on the characteristic, we find that ej , h, , 
fj E B for each j E I, so since these elements generate2 our result is established. 
If 0 # x ~2 = J? &@LZa then x has a unique expression in the form 
x = h + Ca.c~ x, where h E l? and x, EL, . The number of nonzero compo- 
nents in such an expression is called the length of x and is denoted Z(x). 
Also, we say that a proper ideal R of an algebra 2 is the largest ideal ofz 
if R contains all proper ideals of J?. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let A be a field of characteristic 0 and (A,) a Cartan 
matrix without null roots. Then R is the largest ideal of iA so in particular, 
LA(Aij) is simple. 
Proof. Let B be an ideal ofL not contained in R and let x = h + &(p x, 
be an element of minima1 length in B - R.‘Then by the definition of R, we 
find that we may suppose, without loss in generality, that h E I? - fiR . 
Thus, if Z(x) = 1, the previous lemma yields our result. 
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Suppose E(x) > 2 and write x = h + xp + CorsG,ryzB x, where h E A - ^ 
and 0 + x, E& . Because (Aij) has no null roots and the characteristic of A 
is 0 we can find h’ E I? such that /3(F) f 0. Then x - ,&A’)-“[x9 h’] is a 
nonzero element of B, not in R, having shorter Iength than x. This contra- 
diction establishes the theorem. 
Remark. (a) The Cartan matrices with null roots have been ciassiiied 
in [I] where it is found that there are only 16 types of such matrices. These 
are called the Euclidean matrices. Moreover, in [7] it is shown that L,,(Ail) 
is not simple when (&) is Euclidean and A a field of characteristic 0. 
(b) Theorem 1.10 implies if A is a nonmodular field and (Au), i, i E I, an 
indecomposable Cartan matrix without null roots then up to isomorphism 
there is one and only one simple Lie algebra over A with generators ei i k, ) 
fi , i E 1 satisfying [ei , lzj] = k&e, , [fi ) F,J = --Aji,fi , [ei ) f = 6Jri , and 
For the remainder of the paper we will be primarily concerned with the 
modular case. For the benefit of the reader we state our main theorem, 
Theorem 5.5, here, 
MAIN THEOREM (5.5). Let (A%$) b e an indeco~~osa~~e Cartan matrix 
and A any field satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 1.9. Then L,(A,J is simple 
if and only $f(&) is not Euclidean. 
Actually, we prove more than this since in most cases we are able to 
establish that R is the largest ideal of LA(&). 
2. A~T~M~RPHIsMS AND WEYL ROOTS 
Our main goal in this section is to establish the existence of a subset, A, of 1’ 
which has many of the properties enjoyed by the root systems of the finite 
dimensional classical simple Lie algebras. We are interested in the case when 6 
is the root system of the algebra LA(&), A being a field. Pf the characteristic 
of A is 0, the existence of A follows from a theorem of Verma, see 161. Verma’s 
theorem depends on the existence of certain automorphisms which, in charac- 
teristic 0, are realized as exponentials of derivations. In the modular case the 
necessary automorphisms are not so easy to define and this will be our major 
concern. We begin by briefly recalling the nonmodular situation which will 
serve as a basis for our investigation over fields of characteristic not zero, 
Let 8 denote the ideal of L generated by the elements 0; , 0; , i # 7‘. 
Then 0 is a homogeneous ideal and, by Proposition 1.5, is contained in 
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Let L’ denote the factor algebra ijO. This inherits the gradation of J?, and 
we write 
L’ = H’ Q&La’ where H’ = B/A A 0, 
La’ = &JO n E, and 2 = (a E di / L,’ # (0)}. As usual, v induces an auto- 
morphism on L’ which we also denote by 7, so that if 
.z+=r:nrP+, C- =ZC@- then CXE~+ iff -CXEZ- 
and 2 = Z+ u 22. Letting x + x’ denote the natural homomorphism of 2 
onto L’ we have LL. = Aei’ and L’,, = Af<‘. Also, since 0 n lk! = (0), 
H’ g r?; and so we have an action of 2? on H’ which satisfies the following: 
If x EL,’ for 01 E 2 and h E H’ then [x, h] = @z)x. Of course, we have 
Lk’, -&?‘I _c Li+j3 for any 01, /I E 2. Moreover, letting J denote the ideal of 
FL,({e, , hi , fi ( i E I>) generated by the elements 
I% , hl - &ei , 
Vi ,&I + 4i.h , 
[hi > hjl, 
[et , .hl - &&i , 
ej(udei)+~*‘, i#j, 
fj(adfJA”~+l, ifj, 
we immediately have that L/O = L’ g FL/J. 
Let D denote any one of the derivations ade,‘, adfgi’, i E I. It follows that if 
x EL’ there is an integer n > 0, depending on x, for which xD” = 0. That is, 
D is locally nilpotent on L’. Thus, if A is a field of characteristic 0, we define 
x exp(D) = ng x Di/i! , 
i-0 
and the Leibnitz formula shows that the mapping exp(D) is an automorphism 
of L’. We let Fi = exp(adf,) and E; = exp(ade,) for i E I. The following 
formulas are then easy to establish. 
(a) hiFi = hk + A&jl, 
(b) ektFi = e,’ + S&hi’ +fi), 
(2.1) 
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DEFINITIQN 2.2. Let (Aij) be a Cartan matrix, i, j ~1, and V = & 
the rational vector space previously defined. We define, for each i E 1, a 1 
transformation Si: V -+ V by stipulating oljSi = oli - Aijai on our basis 
and extending by linearity. Then each Si is a reflection on V in the sense that 
it fixes pointwise a hyperplane of V and sends 01~ to -01~ ~ In particular, Si2 
is the identity on V so that the group generated by the Si’s consists of all 
transformations of the form Sil ... Si for Y 3 0 d ij ~1. Here, when 
7 = 0, we take S. ... Si, to be the identity of k’. 
w&group of (A,j’and denote it by IV. Let 
e call this group the 
A ={~~~wlwfW,i~I}, 
and call the elements of A the Weyl roots of (A,). 
Of course, we have to justify our nomenclature by showing that a C di, 
This is done in the following result. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Verma). Let A be afield of characteristic 0. For each w E 
there is an automorphism B(w) of L,‘(A,) satisfying 
(i) M’B(w) = H’, 
(ii) z,‘@(w) = kL,for all OL E Z‘. 
in particular, A C .Z and dim&’ = 1 ;frx E: A. 
We remark that we put e(S,) = EiFiEi for each Z E I and if w E W we fix a 
representation w = Sil ... Sir and define O(w) = B(Sil) ~.. B(Sil). Then we 
have &‘O(SJ = h,’ - Ajihi’ for i, j E I. The reader is referred to [6, Section 2] 
or [4, Chapter II, Section 31 for further details. 
In dealing with the modular case the following assumption will be needed. 
ASSUMPTION 2.4. If A is a field of characteristic p f 0 we suppose that 
our Cartan matrix (Aij) satisfies 
sup{1 Aij 1: i,j~1> <p. 
Now let A be a field of characteristic p # 0, (AXi) a Cartan matrix 
satisfying (2.4), and let Z, denote the ring obtained by localizing the ring of 
integers Z at the prime ideal ( p). pZ, is the unique m 
we often consider Z, as a subring of the rationals, Z&/p 
the field with p elements. 
Using the previously defined ideal ] ofFLzvwe define an ideal J*oSFX,~~ by 
J* = (1 EFL~~ j nl E J for some nonzero n E 
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Then the image of J* under the natural map FL,?, --+&, is the ideal 0” of 
Ez, defined by 
0” = (I Eiz, 1 nl E 0 for some nonzero n EZ). 
Thus, FL,j]‘“= L,J 0 H *, and we denote this algebra by L,*,. Lg is a torsion- 
freeZ, algebra and, because 0 is homogeneous, so is O*, hence&!+ is graded. 
7 induces an automorphism on Lz, which we again call 7. 
Recall that FL,* enjoys the following universal property: If L is any Z, Lie 
algebra and f any mapping of the set (ei , h, , fi / i E I} into L then there is a 
unique 2, Lie algebra homomorphism of FLz, into L which extends f. 
Using this universal property of FLz9 we define homomorphisms 
F,(q): FLz, + FLz, for any q E Z, , i E I by declaring 
where xc(ei, hi ,fi / iE1) and n = sup{/ A, /: i,i~I}. 
Notice that we are using Assumption 2.4 to get n < p. 
Let D denote ad(qf,) and x1 ,..., X, any elements of (e. k. f. lj EI}. Then 3) 37 3 
1% J-e*, xJ Fdq) = tgo j + c, &! -J-- [ 
1 *.* ? 
. ..j.! xl Dh,..., xrDjq* 
o<jK@ 
If we let [xi ,..., xr] D(t) denote the element 
for 0 < t < r( p - l), we may write 
T(Z)-1) 
[Xl >***> 4 F&r) = C [x1 ,..-, 4 D(t)bod J), 
t=o 
because xkDY = 0 (mod J) if v > n. Here D(t) is not thought of as a mapping. 
Expanding [x1 ,..., x7] D(t)D and using the fact that xkDg E J one obtains 
Lx1 ,**-> 4 D(V s (t + INx, ,-.., 4 D(t + l)(mod I), (24 
if 0 9 t < r(p - 1). If t > r( p - 1) let [x1 ,..., xr] D(t) = 0. Then (2.6) 
holds for all t > 0, and 
where the indicated sum has only a finite number of nonzero terms. 
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Eet x be an arbitrary element ofFLzp , Then x can be expressed in the form 
where @(iI ,..., i,) E Z, and qi E (ej , hj , fi i j E I). ‘I’hus, 
xF,(q) = C a(& ,...) iv) 
i 
2 [xi, ,*.., xid D(t) 
t=o i 
For any t 3 0 write xD(t) for the element Ca(i, )*.-, i,>[q, ,..., XJ D(t). 
We have proved the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If x E FLz, then xF,(q) s CT?, xD(t) (mod J), where 
the wm indicated has only a$nite number of nonzero terms. AMoreover xD(t) 
(t + l)‘xD(t + I) (mod J)for all t > 0. 
COROLLARY 2.8. (]*) F,(q) C J* for each i E I, q E 1) . E%4s, each i”li(q) 
induces a homomorphism on Lz 
phisms of Lg 
9 . These induced ~omo~~o~~hisrns are automov- 
P’ 
Proof. Note first if nl E J* for 0 # n E Z, 1 E FLzv , then H& E J for some 
+ m G%, and, hence, b E J*. 
Let x E J*. We show xF,(q) E J* by showing &3(t) E J* for all t > 0. 
If t = 0 then xD(t) = x E J*. Using induction on f we have if xD(t) E: /* 
then xD(t)D E J* so since (t + 1) xD(t f 1) s xD(t)D (mod J) and J C J* 
we get (t + 1) xD(t + 1) E ]*. Th us, by our first remark, xD(t + 1) E j*. 
Now let F<(q) denote the induced homomorphism on L$ and let x -+- xrr 
denote the natural map of Lzs onto L,*, . Using the formulas’ 
(i) hj*Fi(q) = hj* + qA&*, 
(ii) e$*F$(q) = ei* + &(qhi* + q2fi*), 
(iii) jj*Fg(q) = C:li fi*(adqfi*)v/v?, 
one shows that xF,(q) F,(-q) = x for x E {ej*, hi*, f..” j j E 6). it follows that 
each F,(q) is a bijection, and, hence, an automosphism, of Lg . 
Our next step is to construct the desired automorphisms oga factor algebra 
ofL, by using the automorphismsFi(I) ofL& and taking tensor products. The 
basic machinery needed for this is presented in the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. (i) ia s Q @x,&, . 
(ii) iF, c F, @&, Lzj, and 2, s A OF, 2, . 9 
(iii) L,’ = Q &, G, * 
(iv) Let OS9 = F, @, O$ 13 . Then OS9 is a homogeneous ideal of iFp 
containing 0. Also, 
L$, c F, Oz, L& ES L$IPL& , where L;P = eF 0,” .I B. 
(v) Let 0, * = A OF OFD . The-n O,* is a homogeneous ideal of-z”, ?1 
containing 0 and 
Proof. (i) and ( ) ii are proved using the universal properties inherent in 
our construction and the usual properties of tensor products. To establish (iii) 
note that L,’ s Q 6&, Lk . If 1 E O* _C i, then nl E 0 for some nonzero 
n EZ. Thus, in LO’s Q 6&.,& 10, 1 “0 I’ = l/n @ nl’ = 0, which 
implies that Q az, L&, g Q @jz L$, , as desired. (iv) Clearly Ozg is an 
ideal of EFp and so the fact that L3P g F, @x, L& follows from (ii). Since 
0 --+ ~2, + Z, -+ F, -+ 0 is exact and Ls ?, is a free 2, module we get that 
0 - PZ, Oz, L& - Z, Oz, L& - F, Oz, LI&, - 0 
is exact. Thus, identifying pZ, 6?Jz, L$ with pL& yields Lg&L$ E Lg . 57 
(v) is now immediate. 
Remark 2.10. If A is any field and (Aij) a Cartan matrix satisfying (2.4) 
we have defined an algebra LA*(Aij) = xA(AiJ/O* (take O* = 0 if A is of 
characteristic 0), where Ox is a homogeneous ideal of LA which contains 0. 
Moreover, 0” C R. We use the obvious notation and write 
Let Fi denote the automorphism Fi( 1) on L,*, , and use Proposition 2.8 (iv) 
to define the automorphism 1 @ Fi on Ls . Call this Fi , and define the 
automorphism 1 @ Fi on L,* using (v) of ti;e same proposition. We call all 
of the automorphisms so defined, Fi , and let Ei = TF~T. Then, as in the 
nonmodular case, one may establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let A be any Jield and (A,) a Cartan matrix for which 
Assumption 2.4 holds. Then for each w g W there is an automorphism O(w) of 
L,*(A,J such that 
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(i) N%(w) = N* 
(ii) L,*@(w) = L:W for all a: E Z*. 
1% particular, A C ,P* and dim L,* = 1 ;J’ 01 E A. 
It is natural, as well as important for further considerations, to ask if the 
above resuit can be sharpened so as to holdfor the algebra~~‘(~~~) =LA(Aij)/O. 
This question is motivated by the fact that we know the generators of 8 but 
not of 0”. We will show, under suitable restrictions on the Car-tan matrix, 
that the algebra LA’(&) has the desired automorphisms and will then give an 
example showing L,‘(&) may not have such automorphisms if only (2.4) is 
assumed. In particular, if (Aij) is a classical Cartan matrix and the charac- 
teristic of A is not 2 or 3 thenL,‘(&) p ossesses the desired a~tomorph~sms~ 
and this will lead to a presentation of the classical simple Lie algebras. 
Suppose A is a field of characteristic p # 0, 2, 3 and (&), i, j E% is a 
Cartan matrix satisfying the following assumption. 
fbSUhlPTION 2.12. j A,, / $ / Aij / (1 Ajk 1 +- 1) <pfor anythreedistinct 
indices i, j, k E I and j A, j (j A, j + 1) < p for any two distinct indices i, 
j E I. 
Note that (2.12) implies sup{ / ASj I: i, j E I) < p - 2, and that any classical 
Cartan matrix satisfies (2.12) except for G, over fields of characteristic 5. 
A special argument is needed for this case. 
Using the universal property of FL, we define homomorphisms Pii: 
FL, *FL, using formula (2.5) with q = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Each Fi induces an a~to~o~~~~s~ 01z L,‘(A,,) w 
As~~pti~~ 2.12 holds OY when (Aij) is of type G, and the cka~acte~i~~~c of A is 5. 
Proo$ We assume (2.12) holds and show that (J)Fi c J, by showing the 
generators of J are mapped into J under Pi . Recall that these generators are 
(1) & > U, 
(2) [ej , hl - Akjej ,
(3) Efj 9 &I + f&f, > 
(4) Cef $fkl - WQ , 
(5) ek(adej)--+7c+l, j f k 
(4) fk(adfj)eAjs+l, j # k. 
We let TZ = sup{\ Aij / : ;,j E I) and so our assumptions imply YE < p - 2. 
Letting D = adfi we have h,D2 E 0 (mod J), ekD3 = 0 (mod j), and 
fkDn+l = 0 (mod J). 
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Since the computations with the first four types of generators are similar 
we only show that 
Expanding the left side of this and collecting terms yields 
But ([ej , fk] - &I$) E J and if p + v > n + 3 then [ejD,f7D~] E J. Thus, 
the above term is equivalent to 
Since n < p - 2 the Leibnitz formula shows this term is equivalent to 
t&+l !I% y fd W! (mod Jh 
which is clearly equivalent to 0 (mod J). 
To deal with terms of type (5) one lets D, = Ai, + m for integers m 3 0. 
By induction we obtain 
+(ad(ei + hi + fi))” 
(mod J), (2.14) 
for i f k and 2 < m < -A,, + 1. 
Now ek(adej)-Ajk+lFi is clearly in J if i # j, k since then ekFi = e,(mod J) 
and ejF, = ej(mod J). If i = k then i # j, and, hence, 
ei(adej)-Aji’lFi z (et + ki +fi)(adej)-Ajgfl (mod J) 
= hi(adej)-Aji41 (mod J) 
= -A,jej(adej)-Aj’ (mod J) 
= 0 (mod J), since A,, = 0 iff Aji = 0. 
Finally suppose i = j so i # k and 
eIc(adei)-Ai”‘lFi E e,(ad(e$ + hi +fi))-AiBS-l (mod J). 
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If A,, = 0 this is clearly in J, while if A,, # 0 we let m = -A, so that 
. Then, by (2.14), we have 
e,(ad(e, + hi +fJ)m+l I e,(ade,)“l+l(mod J) I O(mod J)a 
XQW fk(adf5)-“~~~+1Fi is clearly in J if i = j, so suppose i #= j and let 
q = --Aj, + 2. Define o by u = j Ai, / + j Aij j (1 A$, / + I) if i, j, k are 
distinct and Q = / Aij / (1 A,, / + 1) if k = i. By 
where0,(j,diAirc(,0dj,~(AAij[for2~t~p. 
(mod J) for TIZ > -Ai, + 1, fjDm s 0 (mod J) for m >, 
(r < p, the above is equivalent to 
and 
where 0 <,jt < m for 1 < t < 4. By the general Leibnitz form& this is 
equivalent to 
i. fk(adf~)-Ajk’lDm/m! (mod J)7 
which is 0 (mod J). 
Thus, (J) Pi C J and hence Fi induces a homomorphism on LA’ z FL,/J* 
As before, one shown the induced homomorphisms are automorphisms, 
For the case of Gs when the characteristic of A is 5 one develops speck1 
formulas, based on the fact that I has only 2 elements, to show that (j) Pi C J. 
We omit the details. 
EXAMPLE 2.15. Let (A,J be the Cartan matrix 
and let A ,be any field of characteristic 3. We show that the algebra 
L,‘(A,,) = .fi,(A,)/O does not possess an automorphism Fz which maps 
x E (e,rj hi’,&’ / 1 < i < 3) onto the element +&, ~fadJz’)V/~! ~ 
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Suppose, to the contrary, that such an automorphism did exist, and note 
that [fr’,fs’] = 0 because A,, = A,, = 0. Thus, we must have [fi’, fi]F2 = 0. 
Expanding this, we find that then the element 
rfi’(adf~“>2,f3’(adf2’)1 + ix’Wf2’), f3’(4fi’Yl = 0. 
But this is the same as requiring that the element 
x = [fi@!f2)2? f2Wf2)l + LflWf22>, f3Wf2i)7, 
of FLA({fI , f2 , fJ) C ~A&), be in @- = @ n GdlfI , f2 , f2>). 
Our Cartesian matrix tells us that the elements V; , f3] = --If3 , fi], 
[f2 ,fi ,fi ,fJ, [fi ,f2 ,f2 ,f21y [f2 ,f3 ,fz ,fd and If3 ,fz ,f2 ,f21 generate he 
ideal O- ofFL,({f, ,f2 ,f3}). Let 
Xl = rfl Pf3 7f2 ,f2 Yf21, 
x2 = [fi Pf2 ,f2 ,f2 ?f& 
x3 = [f3 Yf2 ,f2 Yf2 ~fil~ so x1 ) x2 , x, E o-. 
Then if x E O- we must have 
x = fl,Xl + %2X2 + %3X3 
reduced mod 3. 
for some integers n, , ns , fz3 (2.16) 
But if (2.16) holds inFL,((f, , f2 , f3}) it also holds in its universal enveloping 
algebra which has as basis 1 and the monomials fi, .*. fi, , Y > 1, 1 < & < 3. 
Expressing the elements x, x1 , x2 , xs in terms of this basis shows that the 
coefficient of fif2f3f2f2 in x (respectively x r , xs , x3) is 1 (respectively 0, 0, 
3 G 0 (mod 3)). Thus, (2.16) is impossible and hence V;‘, f3’] F, # 0, 
showing the desired automorphism does not exist on L,‘(Au). 
Remark 2.17. We fix the following notation which will be used for the 
rest of this paper: Let (A,) be any indecomposable Cartan matrix and A 
any field. 
(i) If the characteristic of A is p # 0, 2, 3 and (A,) is a classical 
Cartan matrix we let LA’(&) denote the algebra z,(A,J/O. 
(ii) If the characteristic of A is p f 0, (AJ satisfies (2.4) and we are 
not in case (i) we letL,‘(&) denote the algebra~A(A,)/O*. 
(iii) If the characteristic of A is 0 we let L,‘(&J denote the algebra 
z,(A,)/O. We always write LA’(Aij) = H’ Q&Lor’, where [L,‘, LB’] _C L&P 
for all Q, /? E C and if x EL,‘, for 01 E 2, h E H’ then [x, h] = a(h)x. L,(A,J 
is a factor algebra of L,‘(A,) and L = e/R. 
Our previous work with automorphisms now yields the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.18, For each w E W there is an ~~to~o~p~~s~ B(w) ofLa’(&) 
such that 
(i) Em(w) = II’, 
(ii) L,'ejw> = LL, for all aEZ1. 
1% pa~t~~~~ay~ A C Z aed if (Y E A then dim L,’ = 1. 
COROLLARY 2.19. If 01 E A then there is an element x, EL, such that 
x,x + oi . In particular, A C r. 
Proof. Say a: = aiw E A for w E W and let x~’ = ei’O(wj, XL, = fi’%(w). 
These are nonzero elements in L’ and x,’ E L,‘, xl, E LL, . Eet x, (respectively 
X-J be any element in L, (respectively L,) whose image under the natural 
map ..? -+ L’ is x,’ (respectively XL&). Then 
and hence, [x~ , x-,] is a nonzero element of A. It follows, from the defini- 
COROLLARY 2.20. If IX E A then dim L, = 1. 
PYOQ$ The previous Corollary implies dim L, > 1, so since L, is the 
homomorphic image of L,’ and dim L,’ = 1, the result follows. 
3. NEW SIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we suppose A is a field of characteristic p # 0, and (k&j 
is a Cartan matrix for which (2.4) holds. We are going to show that if 
is infinite and (Aij) has no null roots then R is the largest ideal of L. 
DEFINITION 1.3. If CL E @ and 6 E A we say 8 is a Weyl root around CI if 
~+6~(P~(O).Ifa!=C~,,d,ol,~~wesayotisaJ~lEroo~ifd~fOforal? 
i EL 
Note that if @ has a full root then I is a finite set. Also, if 01 E @, 6 E A, and 
a: + 6 = nai for some integer n # 0, -& 1, then 6 is a Weyl root around oz. 
Moreover, if 01+ 6 = Clel dioli , where some dj > 0 and some dk < 0, 
then 6 is a Weyl root around 01. It follows from this, that if a = CiEP 
6 = J& cicyi E A, where some cj > dj and some ck < I& ) then --6 is a 
Weyl root around cu. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If a E @ and 6 is a Weyl root around cx then [La ,&I -T (0). 
In particular, there is an element x8 E& , x, 6 R, fey which [&, , x8] = (0). 
Proof. Since 01 + 8 4 @ V {0} we have [ia , &] = (0). Corollary 2.19 
now yields the existence of x, . 
LEMMA 3.3. If 6 E A then 6 is not up-root. 
Proof. Using the facts that H’ g A and H’e(w) = H’ for all w E W, we 
obtain an action of each 6’(w) on I? which satisfies kjO(S,) = kj - Aj,h, 
for all j, k E I. It follows from this that (aw)(M(w)) = ~$5) for all a E A, 
h E i?, and w E W. Thus, if 6 = qw E A then (a,w)(hiw) = q(h$) = 2 # 0, 
which shows 6 is not a p-root. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose A is injinite ,L? = zig1 d,~i E CD+ is a full root not in A+, 
and /3 has no Weyl roots around it. Then there is a Weyl root y = Cicl ciai and 
some k E I such that ci = di - 6,, and the coe@ient of oli in yS, is di + 6i, 
fey all i E I. 
Proof. Let Y = (y E A+ j y = J$s, cioli , ci < di for all i E I]. Since ,8 
is full we have {ag)i,r _C P’, and Y is a finite set. 
Because A is, infinite, so is A+, hence A+ $ 9. If YS, C Y u A- for all 
k ~1, then, from the fact that A-& _C d- u ~~~~~~~ C 9 u A-, we would 
obtain Yw C Y v A- for all w E W. But then we would have A+ _C A = 
(ol&,W C YW _C 9’ u A-, which implies A+ _C 9. This shows there is 
some k E I and y E Y for which yS, $9 u A-. 
Say y = Ciol cioli , so that ci < di for all i ~1. If l(y) = l(p) then we would 
have the contradiction /I = y E A+. Thus, Z(y) < l(p). 
Write rsk = cklak + Cid,ifk z 2y c.01. wherec,‘>d,.IfiEI,i#k,andci<d, 
then -yS, would be a Weyl root around /3. Thus, y = ckak + &l,iik dioli 
and yS, = ck’aa + CiGl,if& dioLi . 
If d& - c, 3 2 then -y would be a Weyl root around /3, so that cK L dk - 1. 
In the same way, if c~’ - da 3 2 then -yS, would be a Weyl root around ,& 
Thus, c,’ = d& + 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose j3 = Cisl dial, E @+ is a full p-root such that, for 




and Z(y&) < Z(y) < Z(p) < Z(yS,) < Z(yS,S,) for all j E 1, j # k. Then /3 is 
a null root. 
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Proaf Since j? is full, I is finite. Say I = (1,2,..., I>. Without loss of 
generality we suppose k = 1. 
Using the fact that the coefficient of al in y is d, - 1, we find that the 
coefficient of 01~ in yS, is 
Thus, -& A,,& = 0. 
Now letj E (l,..., I- I]. Computing the coeflkient of 01j in ySj (respectiveiy 
ySISj) and using the fact that I(ySj) < l(r)(l(yS,) < &!5’,Sj)), we get 
that A,, < C:=, A&(-AjL >, C:=, A&). Thus, 
Since ,E is a p-root, p / Cj=, A,&, . But Assumption 2.4 implies -p < ,4j, < 
-Ajl < p, and, hence, C;=, Ajid, = 0. We have shown that /3 is a nu.11 root. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose (Aij) has no null roots and d is infinite. Ifp is afoul 
p-YOO~ in @ then there is a Weyl root around it. 
PYOQ~. Lemma 3.3 implies p 4 A. Suppose ,8 has no Weyl roots around it 
y Lemma 3.4 there is some k E I for which 




Ysk = (dk + 1) olk $ 2 d& E A”. 
i#k 
Let j F I, j # k. If Z(ySj) > Z(r) then - ySj would be a Weyl root around PI 
while if l(yS,S,) < I(#,) then -ySkSj would be a Wey1 root around /3* Thrrs, 
l(ys,) < l(y) < E(p) < E(ysk) < &ysksj) for all j E .r, j # k. 
p is a null root, so this contradiction establishes the result for positive roots. 
If p E @,- then -/3 E @+. By the first part of the proof we obtain 6 E B such 
that -p + 6 $ Qi u CO}, and, hence, -8 + ,B $ @ w (0). 
THEQREM 3.7. Let A be a field of characteristic p # 0, (Aij) an i~dec~~-. 
posable Cartan matrix having no null roots and satisfying Assumption 2.4, 
Suppose A is injinite. Then R is the largest ideal of iA(Aij). In ~~~~~c~~~~~ 
L,(Aij) is an in..nite dimensional simple Lie algebra. 
431/27/I-12 
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Proof. Let B be any ideal of L such that B g R, and let x = h + C x, 
be an element of minimal length in B - R, where h E E?; x, EL, . As in the 
non-modular case, by the definition of R, we may suppose k E i? - Z?R . 
Thus, if Z(x) = 1, Lemma 1.9 implies B = L. 
Now suppose Z(x) > 2. Write x = h + x, + CE+a x, , where h E fi - Z?R , 
0 # x0 E& , and x, ~2, . If /3 is not a p-root then there is some h’ s I? for 
which ,8(X) # 0. In this case we get the contradiction that x - ,8(K)-l[z, h’] 
is an element of B - R having shorter length than x. 
Suppose ,8 is a p-root so that ,8(B) = 0. Because h E r? - Z?R there is some 
i E I for which [h, fi] = ai fi f 0. Thus, 
xi = ui(h)-‘[e,[xfJj E B - R, 
and its length is at most Z(X). By the minimality of Z(x) we get that Z(xJ = Z(x). 
Moreover, 
xi = hi + xs(i) + C x,(i) , 
Or#B 
where 0 f xaci) E& , and x0(i) EL, for 01 f p. Repeating this process, with 
xi in place of x, and using the indecomposability of (Ai& one shows that for 
each iz E I there is an element 
xk = h, + %(k) + c x,(k) E B - R, 
ol#P 
where 0 # x&k) EL, , x,(,) EJ?, for 01 # & and Z(x*) = Z(X). 
If /? is not full and p E @+ (p E @p-) there is somej Elfor which /? - CQ (/3 + aj) 
is not in @. Then [x,cj) , fj]([ej , x~(~)]) is zero, while [hj ,fJ = 2fj @ R 
([es , hj] = 2ej $ R). Th is yields the contradiction that the element [xj ,f 
([ej , ~$1) is an element of shorter length than x in B - R. Thus, ,8 is full. 
Because /3 is a full p-root, d is infinite, and (&) has no null roots, Lemma 
3.6 yields the existence of a Weyl root, 6, around p, By Lemma 3.2 there is an 
element x8 E& , X, $ R, for which [& , x8] = (0). Lemma 3.3 shows 6 is not 
a p-root so there is some K E I for which S(h,) # 0. Then 
cxk 3 xsl = %%) x8 + h(k) 7 %I + c [xa(k) + %I 
a+5 
is an element in B - R having shorter length than X. This contradiction 
shows B =x2. ClearlyL is infinite dimensional because A is infinite and A _C I’. 
Remark 3.8. It is well known that if (&) is a classical Cartan matrix 
then the set of Weyl roots, A, is finite. Moreover, in [l], it is shown that if A 
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is finite then (A&) is classical. This also follows from Theorem i in 151. 
Thus, (Ai?) is nonclassical if and only if Q is inf%rite.. It follows that if (A<,) 
is a nonclassical Car-tan matrix which is not Euclidean then (Aij) is a 
Cartan matrix having no null roots for which il is infinite. Thus, if Assump- 
tion 2.4 holds, our theorem applies for such matrices. 
4. CLASSICAL SIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section we suppose that (&), i,j E I, is a classical Cartan 
matrix and A is a field of characteristic not 2 or 3. Thus, d is finite, and it 
follows from the fact that W acts faithfully as a group of permutations on 8, 
that w is finite. 
As in [I] we define a nondegenerate bihnear form (*, .): V x V -+ 
(+ , aj> = Aji , and linear transformations Si*: V ---)c V by oljSi* = cy- Aj,ai ~ 
The transpose, (Aijjt, of our Cartan matrix is also a Cartan matrix so 
that each S,* is a reflection determined by (Aijjt. Thus, the group w”, 
generated by the elements S,“, is the WeyI group of (Aij)t. Moreover, an easy 
computation shows that 
for all 01, 8 E V, and ij E I. 
Since the above form is nondegenerate, we have that Si* is the adjoint of S, 
with respect to our form, and hence kV* and W are isomorphic. In particular, 
W* is finite. 
We recall that 2 denotes the root system of the algebra L,‘(A,,) and that 
our hypothesis imply L,‘(Aij) = E,(Aij)/O. 
he following theorem, which was first proved by Serre in Ill], is the key 
to all of the results in this section. Because of its importance in the present 
consideration and because of the fact that it has not appeared in English, 
we include a brief indication of its proof. 
%IEoREM 4.2 (Serre). A = 2. 
Proof. Let A E V, A # 0, and suppose A $ A. We will show that A $2. 
If A = YOI for some OL E A, Y E Q, thenI,,’ = I& = L:,,X9(w) where a: = cqw 
for w E k&r. But A # A v (0) implies Y # 0, & 1 and, hence, E,’ = ( 
L& = (0) for r + 0, &I. Thus, Agil. 
We now suppose A is not a multiple of any 6 E A. If 0 # y E Y, we let 
H, = (a E V 1 (y, N> = 0). Because our form is nondegenerate, each +E&, is 
a proper hyperplane of V, and in particular, HA $ H8 for any 6 E A. Thus, 
there is some 01 E V such that 01 E HA but cy. $ Usea E-L7, e 
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Let p = &&Ed+ S so that p - pS, = ori for all i E I. Using the fact that W* 
is finite, choose a w* = S* 0.. St E W* for which (p, CXW*) is maximum in 
the set ((p, aw*) [ w* E W*$ Then letting w = Sjl ... Sj, and 01’ = olw* we 
obtain (ai , ol’) > 0 for all i ~1 and (/lw, a’) = 0. Clearly this implies that if 
AW = CiEI dioli then some di > 0 and some dj < 0. Thus, Aw 6 2, so that 
Theorem 2.18 implies /l I$ 2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. A = I’ = 2: 
Proof. This follows because A _C r _C Z. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If (A,) is a classical Cartan matrix and the characteristic 
of A is not 2 OY 3, then R = I?R @ 0. 
Proof. Clearly gR @ 0 Z R. If 01 E @‘, (II $ rl, the previous corollary 
implies that 0 n l, = e, = R, , so that R, _C 0. If OL E @ n d then dim L,’ = 
1 = dim L, so that i, n 0 = Ra , and again R, _C 0. 
THEOREM 4.5. If(&) is a classical Cartan matrix and the characteristic 
of A is lzot 2 OY 3, then LA(Aij) is a$nite dimensional simple algebra. 
Proof. Suppose B is an ideal of LA(Au) which contains R properly, and 
let x = h + Care@ X, be an element of minimal length in B - R. As usual, 
we suppose, without loss in generality, h f 0, and note the minimality of Z(x), 
together with the fact that the homogeneous ideal R is in B, implies each 
nonzero component of x is not in R. 
If l(x) = 1 then Lemma 1.9 implies B = z. If l(x) > 2 write x = 
hSx/3+C or+D x, where 0 # x, E& and x, 6 R. As in the proof of Corollary 
4.4 we see that this forces p E d. It follows that j3 is not a p-root for any prime 
p > 3 so there exists h’ E A for which /3(/z’) # 0. Thus, [x, h’] is an element of 
shorter length than x in B - R. 
That L is finite dimensional follows from the fact that d is finite. 
Remark 4.6. If the determinant of (A,) is not equivalent to 0 modulo 
the characteristic of A, one easily sees that GR = (0) and hence R = 0 in 
this case. Thus, since the determinants of the classical Cartan matrices are 
known (see [IO, Chapter II, Section 71) we find that aR = (0) except when 
(A,) is of type A, and p divides I + 1 where p is the characteristic of A, 
p # 0. Following Seligman, [lo, Chapter II, Section 71, we find that if (Aij) 
is of type A, , the characteristic of A is p # 0, and p j I+ 1, then HR is the 
one dimensional space spanned by h, = h, + 2h, + ... + Zh, E I?. 
We recall that V, denotes the Z-span of {cQ}~~~ in V. There is a Z-module 
homomorphism p: V, + H* whose action is determined by (ol,v)(hj) = 
A, E A for all i, j E 1, where h, E H C L,(A,,). Letting p denote the charac- 
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teristic of A, one finds: if p = 0, ker y = (0); if $J 
except when (Aij) is of type A, and p j E $ 1; ker v = 
% = 011 1 I 2az + -0. + la, when p # 0, (A,) is of type A, and p j E + 1. 
In particular, because the Weyl roots of the classical Cartan matrices are 
known, (see [2]), we find that if 01, p E A, 01 + p then (a - &G # 0. That is, 
y restricted to A is injective. Using this, the following result, which was first 
proved by Serre for the nonmodular case, is clear. 
THEOREM 4.‘i. If (Aij), i, j E I, is a classical Cartan matrix and A is any 
$eld of characteristic not 2 OY 3 then LA(&) is a classical simple Lie augers 
whose Cartan matrix is (Aij). MoTeover, L,(AIj) is obtailzed by factoring the 
algebra FL,(X) by the ideal generated by the elements 
I& , hjl - J&et , 
[fi 3 hiI + 4ifi > 
[ei , fJ - h&i i 
[hi , hi], 
ei(adeJdij+l, i +I., 
fj(adfJdi~‘l, i # j, and h, , 
where h, = h, + 2h, + ... + lh, if (Aij) is of type A, and the ~ha~acte~~s~~~ 
of A divides I + 1 and h, = 0, otherwise. 
Remark 4.8. (1) In [5], Kac states without proof, that if A is an alge-’ 
braically closed field of characteristic not 2 or 3 and (Aij) is a classical Cartan 
matrix, then there is a unique maximal ideal of&,(Aij) among the ideals for 
which the intersection with RR is (0). 
(2) Professor R. V. Moody has pointed out that the relation [h, , hj] 
may be dropped from the above list since it is a consequence of the others. 
5. MODULAR EUCLIDEAN LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we let (&) denote one of the 16 types of indecomposable 
Euclidean Cartan matrices which are enumerated in Cl], and p a prime 
such that sup(J A,! I: i,j EI) <p. Since I is finite we write B = {O, I,..., li 
so that (Agj) is an (I + I) x (I + I) matrix. 
The algebraL,(Aij) has been studied by Moody in [6-g] when A is a field 
of characteristico, and his results show thatd;,(A,) is not simple. In particular, 
in [7, Section 21, the existence of a homogeneous element h,’ ELM is 
established where h,’ satisfies the following condition: 
h,u = 0 iff h,‘u = 0 for all u E Q(LA(Aij)). (5.1) 
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Here, @(LA(&)) is the universal enveloping algebra of L,(A,$), acting on 
L,(A,$) via the adjoint representation. Moreover, the root system, I’, of 
LA(Au) is the disjoint union, r = A v Z where A is the set of Weyl roots of 
(A,) and 2 the set of null roots of (&). We let 5 denote the particular null 
root chosen in [7, Section 21 so that ha’ EL, and 5 E r+. Letting (h, + A,,‘) 
denote the ideal in L,(Adj) g enerated by I& + h,’ we have that {h, + ho’) 
is nonzero. Also, <ho + h,‘) is proper since 5.1 implies that (h, + h,‘) 
contains no nonzero homogeneous elements. 
We are going to show that the algebra L,(A,J is not simple when A is a 
field of characteristic p. To accomplish this we will use the above results 
when A is the rational field Q. Notice that if h,’ is changed by a nonzero 
scalar property (5.1) is retained. As usual, let 2, denote the ring of integers 
localized at the prime ideal (p). We have, from the definition of RzD , that 
the algebra L, 9 is a free Z,-module and, hence, is torsion free. Moreover, 
since LO r Q &, -&, , we have an embedding of L, into L, . Let pL, 
denote the ideal of Lzv defined by pLzp = { px 1 x EL:,}, and note that ii! 
x EL, then nx E Lz9 for some integer n # 0, and if x E pLz, then p-*x 6 pLz, 
for a suitable integer K It follows from this that we may scale h,’ in such a way 
that h,’ E Lzv but h,’ gpLzP . Clearly h, E Lzs , ho 4 pLz, so that k, + h,’ EL, 
but ho + ho’ $P-&, . Also note that [h,‘,fJ $pL,,; for if so, we have from 5.f 
and h,(2 $ ad& ad&,) = 0 that h,‘(2 + a& de,,) = 0, whence h,’ EPL~, , 
contrary to choice. 
Let F, denote the field with p .elements and define E, to be F, @z, LzP . 
As in Proposition 2.9 one can show that 
so that pLz, is the kernel of the natural mapping, x + 4 = 1 @ x ELM, , 
of Lz, onto Z, . In particular, & + I;b’ f 0. 
The algebraeLF = L’F /R is a homomorphic image of L, and the kernel 
of this map contlins pLL . Thus, there is a natural map bf 2, onto Ly 
sending generators to corr&ponding generators. 
The following diagram describes our situation, L, +- L, + E, --f LF , 
and all of these algebras have an (I + I)-tuple grading. The riot systlm of tie 
algebras L, , LzD , andzr isr= AVZ. 
L, has automorphisms’of the form i?(w) for w E W which are defined from 
the EC’s and Fi’s in the usual way. Since the characteristic of Q is 0 we have 
Ei = exp(ade,), Fi = exp(adfi). Exactly as in [9, Proposition 21 one obtains 
that Lzl, is preserved by the automorphisms E, , Fi , 0 < i < I and, hence, 
possesses automorphisms of the form e(w) for w E W. Taking 1 @I e(w) 
acting on E, we again have automorphisms which we denote by e(w). In 
this way, we have Theorem 2.18 for the algebra zr : 
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LEMMA 5.2. Any pope7 homogeneous ideal of zJs is ~o~t~~~e~ ia the center, 
C(lFn). 1% particular, the kernel of the natural map LF, -+ L$ is C(LpJ. 
Boof. Let 3 be any proper homogeneous ideal ofxF, and suppose there 
is a Weyl root 6 = oiiw E A for which I3 n E, # (0). Since the dimension of 
L, is P w-e get that Q(w) E B. Then i$ E because (Adi) is 
indecomposable we have H(w)-r = zFl, . 
a contradiction. Thus, B C I? @jtiEZEC*. 
= lFL” which is 
If h E 23 fi A then clearly h E C(L,,*). Suppose Za E B n E, for s~rne 01 E Z, 
then, since DI is null, it follows that CY - ai , a: + CQ are not null for 0 < i < I. 
From this we obtain [& , &J = 0 = [& ) a,] so that Za E C’(E,B). Thus, 
3 c C(LJ. 
The definition of R implies Ly has zero center so that r*Fa/C’(xFn) E LFn il 
DEFINITION 5.3. 
BFg = pa a=, Bzl, ? 
Let B,, denote the ideal of L,, generated by h, + kz,‘; 
and let BF1, denote the image of BFp inLF I Finaliy, if A 
is any field of characteristic p we use the fact that L, g A @FP’LF, , to define 
B.4 = A @F, BF,. 
We are going to show that BFp) is a proper nonzero ideal of LF and it 
” follows from this that B, is the same, so that L, is not simple. 
Note that 0 # h, + lz,’ E B, implies that B, # (0) and (5.1) implies 
ezD f =kz, * From our choice of ha’ we have h, + ho’ $ pLzp so that 
EEMMA 5.4. (1) h,%(L,) = Lz, . 
(2) h?wzB) = -L, - 
(3) For u E %(Lzs) we have h,u E pLzl, if and only if h,‘zc E pL, . z) 
(4) BFo is a proper ideal of LF . 9 
Pro$. (1) follows since (Aij) is indecomposable and sup{] Aij i : a,j ~1) < p. 
As for (i), note that 5.1 implies [ho’, fOJ # 0 because [ha , ja] 
Let 6 = 5 - a0 and xg = [h,‘,f,]. Since 6 is not a null root 
so say 6 = cyiw where w E W. Then x8 = ae,e(w) for some a 
we have chosen 12,’ such that [ho’, fa] $pL,,, ) we have that a is a 
ThUS, 
and, hence, A,‘@(LZ ) = L, . 
The third assertiok is now’easy since if h,u E pLa,, then by (1) there is some 
v E %‘(&.$I for which h,zk = phsv. Thus, h,(u - $v> = 0, so by 5,l, 
h,‘(u - pv) = 0, and, hence, h,‘zl = ph,‘v E pL,. . The other direction is 
similar. 
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To prove (4) it is clearly enough to establish that &G = 0 if and only if 
I;b’u’ = 0, for zl f %(IFJ and %(zF,) acting via the adjoint representation. 
Now for any d E W,x,) there is a u E @(I&,) such that 1 @ xu = (1 @ x)zi 
for all x E Lz, . Then, If G E B(zF9) and u E %(L,,) is chosen as above, we have 
I;bzi = 0 0 1 @ h,u = 0 
o h,,u gpLzD (since L.,.,/pLz, e EF,) 
- ho’u EPL~, (by (3)) 
+ &‘Q = 0. This proves the lemma. 
Since C(L,) is homogeneous, and A,, # C(L!*) we have BFP # (0). If 
C(L,) + B, = I?, we would have x + y = e, for some x E C(crJ and 
y E BFp . Then x E C(lF,) implies 2& = [x, &] + [ y, &J = [y, h,] E fi, 
which is clearly impossible since BP, # zFP . Thus, BFP is a proper nonzero 
ideal of LFv . 
The results of this section together with those of previous sections now yield 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (A,) b e an indecomposable Cartan matrix and A 
any fieldfor which Assumption 2.4 holds. Then LA(Au) is a simple Lie algebra 
zy and only if (Aij) is not Euclidean. 
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